Our custom designed and manufactured machine controls improve the productivity and reliability of every machine they go into. Combined with high efficiency user interfaces as well as comprehensive data communications, machines become dramatically more productive.

**Comprehensive services**
- Feasibility studies- no charge problem analysis
- Complete design- engineering artwork, tooling & documentation
- Component development as well as system integration
- Fast prototypes
- PCB design with embedded microcontrollers
- Design of custom industrial sensors
- Software design
- Production support and service

**Smarter machine controls that improve productivity**
Custom designed and manufactured machine control devices
Why buy off-the-shelf when you can have custom?

At Electro-Pro, we specialize in custom-designed and manufactured machine controls that improve the productivity of everything they go into. For about what you’d buy an off-the-shelf control, we can design and produce one that fits your specific needs.

OUR FOCUS IS DRIVING MACHINE EFFICIENCY:
This means that in the long run your machine will be more productive, more reliable and MORE PROFITABLE.

DATA DRIVEN:
Our machine controls also provide valuable data that allows for greater analysis as well as adjustment of your machine’s output.

Extensive capabilities
We are a full service custom manufacturer that provides everything from design to concept to on-shore manufacturing & production, below are some of the turn-key services we offer.

- Design engineering
- Contract manufacturing
- Electronics manufacturing
- Project management
- Product testing
- Circuit board assembly
- Cost feasibility studies

Markets served
We have extensive experience designing and manufacturing machine controls in these key markets:

- Food
- Beverage
- Biomedical
- Auto
- HVAC industries
- Agriculture